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Peer production systems have frictions–mechanisms that make contributing more effortful–to prevent van-
dalism and protect information quality. Page protection on Wikipedia is a mechanism where the platform’s
core values conflict, but there is little quantitative work to ground deliberation. In this paper, we empirically
explore the consequences of page protection on Internet Culture articles on Wikipedia (6,264 articles, 108
edit-protected). We first qualitatively analyzed 150 requests for page protection, finding that page protection
is motivated by an article’s (1) activity, (2) topic area, and (3) visibility. These findings informed a matching
approach to compare protected pages and similar unprotected articles. We quantitatively evaluate the differ-
ences between protected and unprotected pages across two dimensions: editor engagement and contributor
concentration. Protected articles show different trends in editor engagement and equity amongst contributors,
affecting the overall disparity in the population. We discuss the role of friction in online platforms, new ways
to measure it, and future work.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the design of user-centered systems, there is a constant tension between facilitating and limiting
user interactions. Frictions, changes in interaction to make systems more taxing to use [32], have
long been a core interest of CSCW and HCI researchers [22, 57, 102]. Frictions have been studied
in peer production [30, 40], social platforms [16, 17, 47], and other systems [2]. In addition to
limiting interaction by certain groups, frictions can be leveraged as lightweight interventions
with different values at stake: to combat poor peer citizenship, encourage quality content [31],
and temper misinformation spread [35, 46]. In 2021, former Facebook employee Frances Haugen
implored the United States Congress to consider “selective frictions” [71] such as Twitter’s redesign
during the 2020 election [28] as a much more reasonable method to combat misinformation on the
platform.
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Friction in peer production systems introduces a tradeoff: frictions often limit the participation
and engagement of users to encourage platform integrity. Peer production systems, like Wikipedia,
OpenStreetMap, and Linux, rely on the participation and contributions of the public to be suc-
cessful [8, 9]. However, these platforms limit participation through frictions, such as requiring
pseudonymous account registration, barring low-quality contributions, and peer review before
publication. For Wikipedia specifically, which is the topic of our paper, maintaining platform
integrity through peer government is a core value of the platform [85], and so is open participation
and equality among contributors [70]. This is a deliberate decision but results in a values conflict
that Wikipedia must balance.
Participation is the crux of Wikipedia’s ongoing and future success; consequently, it is crucial

to understand the empirical consequences of friction to ensure they have the desired effects on
participation and the platform’s values. Previous work has shown that platform-driven intervention
(such as content moderation) can have mixed effects on the user populations they target, some
positive and intentional [17, 47] and somemore surprising [16]. Many of these interventions, such as
hashtag banning, are frictional: they make contributing more effortful but don’t block it altogether.
Wikipedia is an example of a platform where the consequences of friction have significant impacts
on participation, such as scaring away newcomers [40] and minority editors [27, 59]. In fact, the
Wikimedia Foundation has made it a priority to onboard more diverse editors to the platform
[59, 72]. Conversations about what to do with frictions are incomplete without exploring the
consequences of those frictions, the disparate impacts of said frictions, and their impacts on core
platform values, such as engagement and equality. As many platforms, especially Wikipedia, rely
on friction-based interventions like these, understanding what happens when these frictions are
deployed is crucial to facilitating constructive discussions about what they do and whether they
should be used.

In this paper, we ask:what are the motivations underlying page protection, and when page protection
is deployed, are the consequences to participation and parity of editing in line with Wikipedia’s goals?
Page protection is an intervention on Wikipedia that “locks” an article from editors who are not
confirmed users and have limited prior edit history (<10 edits). Unlike participant banning [30]
or edit reverting [40], page protection is a sweeping mechanism for a page and all its editors, not
an individual. Page protection is instantiated by peers and discursive; any editor on Wikipedia
can request that a page be protected, and thereby open a dialogue about protecting said article. It
targets broad swathes of “bad actors” rather than single instances of rebuking poor citizenship.
We argue that page protection on Wikipedia is a salient example of platform values coming into
conflict through this friction and serves as an excellent opportunity to empirically understand how
friction like this influences participation, especially of newcomers to the site.

To explore these tensions around friction and its outcomes on participation in peer production,
we focus on the following research questions:

RQ1. What motivates editor requests for page protection?
RQ2. Does editor participation change consistently and predictably when page protec-

tion is employed?
RQ3.Howdoes the concentration of editing contributions change after page protections?
Our observational study examines a particularly participatory part of Wikipedia - articles in

the Internet Culture category. The Internet Culture category on Wikipedia has 6,264 articles (108
are page protected) with over 1.6 million edits. Internet Culture articles cover phenomena on
the Internet – and more editors (especially newcomers) can make contributions given the lower
barriers to technical knowledge. These Wikipedia articles have historically become battlegrounds
for high-profile Internet controversies, such as the GamerGate harassment campaign [41, 66, 83],
and are prevalent throughout the Internet ecosystem as they appear in search engines [99] and on
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Twitter [118]. These distinctive participation dynamics can lead to policy conflicts and, therefore,
impact participation.

We adopt a mixed-methods approach to studyingmotivations for and observing the consequences
of page protection in Internet Culture articles. We answer RQ1 with a thematic analysis of 150
requests for page protection in the Internet Culture category. The results from RQ1 inform our
variable selection and quantitative strategy for the rest of the paper. To support our observational
analyses, we use a 1-1 matching method to identify pages that were protected and those that
were comparable matches but ultimately were never protected. We explore the consistency and
concentration of editing on Wikipedia through observational quantitative analyses in RQ2 and
RQ3.

Aligning with prior work [42], we find that requests for page protection are based on a combina-
tion of the article’s activity, topic, and visibility. For participation (RQ2), page protection increases
editor churn, with dramatic increases in both user dropoff after protection and new user uptake,
which runs counter to Wikipedia’s goal of causing minimal damage to editor participation on
protected pages. Furthermore, when pages are protected, we do not see predictable or consistent
changes in editor engagement. For editor concentration (RQ3), page protection has complex interac-
tions with editing parity. On one hand, the heaviest editors do not necessarily dominate editing after
protection. However, page protection significantly increases the inequality of editing share across
articles. Our results suggest that about 85% of post-protection edits would need to be redistributed
to achieve perfect editor equality, compared to nearly 30% of edits on unprotected pages.

Our results suggest that protected articles experience inconsistent changes to the editor landscape
and may not meet the self-stated policy goals of the community for Internet Culture articles. The
heterogeneous impacts of page protection raise important questions for Wikipedians on what
the tradeoffs are for enacting this “peer produced friction” and whether the bluntness of page
protection is appropriate for the platform’s goals. We highlight the need for scholars to consider
more nuanced facets of “friction,” such as the amount of damage caused and affected subjects/users.
We propose more participation in deliberations about friction to combat these impacts and improve
engagement in peer production systems.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Background
Peer production systems are when large groups of people self-organize to produce a shared outcome,
whether a good or service. In CSCW and HCI, peer production and collaboration is a long-standing
area of research interest on platforms like Linux, Wikipedia, and Mozilla [8, 80]. Peer production
systems navigate the tension of promoting contributor engagement while maintaining the quality
of the final product, whether that be software or an encyclopedia. One technique to negotiate this
is to employ frictions, which intentionally makes participation more effortful.

In this section, we discuss the rich history of design frictions in socio-technical systems and how
those frictions have manifested in content moderation design. Finally, we discuss how Wikipedia
specifically has incorporated design frictions into its self-governing moderation strategy.

2.2 Friction and Participant Engagement in Social Systems
The term “design friction” often refers to pain points during an interaction between a user and a
technology [75]. Previous work has focused on decreasing design frictions to increase usability and
reduce user frustration [60]. However, optimizing for usability can cause thoughtless behavior that
may increase the spread of misinformation [5, 46]. Frictions – changes to interaction to make it
more taxing in some way [32] – offer an interesting solution to the over-optimization of usability.
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Frictions are already commonplace to prevent misuse. Recent work has explored creating these
moments of reflection to moderate the flow of information on peer production sites [36, 46]. For
example, pop-up dialogues have been employed to warn users of security issues [24], causing a
moment for users to stop and think about whether they want to proceed. Frictions can also be
helpful to combat bad actors from creating addictive systems through dark patterns [33]. Some
designers have even advocated for slow design [36, 89], a method of actively designing for slower
interactions that promote intention and reflection.
However, recent work has shown that users can become habituated to minor interruptions

and frictions [2], potentially rendering them ineffective. Even design affordances built to combat
misinformation, such as Facebook’s flagging feature, have been shown to backfire and make the
flagged content more salient in the interface [1]. To combat misinformation surrounding the 2020
election, Twitter started placing warnings over potentially misleading information where users
have to actively dismiss the notification to then see the content [28]. Jahanbakhsh et al. [46] found
that behavioral nudges, such as providing an accuracy assessment or rationale of a claim, reduced
the sharing of false content. However, these nudges decreased overall sharing, thereby, reducing
the sharing of true content as well.

Our work builds off this exploration of tradeoffs by exploring the consequences of an intervention
where the self-stated goal is to block certain groups of editors. Specifically, we explore whether the
impacts of Wikipedia page protection on editor engagement and editor equality are consistent and,
therefore, foreseeable.

2.3 Moderator Interventions and Tradeoffs
In HCI research, frictions are often studied in the context of moderator interventions. Moderation is
a friction that deals with the tradeoff of quality vs. participation. This is relevant to peer production
because of page protection’s similar effect of preventing some people from participating on a page.
In this section, we overview related work on moderation and its impacts on communities.

Grimmelmann [34] defines content moderation as the “the governance mechanisms that structure
participation in a community to facilitate cooperation and prevent abuse,” noting that maintaining
the balanced tension between community participation and abuse prevention is essential to the
goals of moderator interventions. This balance implies that moderator interventions should hold
two components: (1) effectively prevent abuse and (2) facilitate engagement and cooperation. In
HCI, research has focused on many goals encompassing this idea of “abusive behavior,” from
undesirable content (like spam and unwanted pornography) to anti-social behaviors [19]. This
includes reducing hate speech [18], limiting the spread of misinformation [46], and preventing
vandalism [30]. However, moderators also consider the tradeoff of facilitating engagement and
cooperation. Recent work has focused on proactive and positive moderation interventions [37]. For
example, Seering et al. [87] note there are many nurturing moderator roles, such as curation or
gardening. Gilbert [31] found similar actions in r/AskHistorians.
While page protection is a mechanism specific to Wikipedia, it parallels many other blocking

mechanisms on peer production platforms. Many platforms employ administrator techniques to
block or alter user-generated content, such as restricting public access to content [17] or tagging it
to inform users of potentially taboo topics [26]. For example, Reddit moderators can lock threads
as they see fit [62]. The New York Times automatically closes the comments section on articles 24
hours after publication [68]. Due to challenges around vandalism, poor citizenship, and information
quality, peer production systems often have mechanisms to limit who can contribute information
and how. On Wikipedia specifically, previous work has explored the unintended consequences of
anti-vandal mechanisms [30] and how the larger goal of quality control impacts the peer production
ecosystem [92].
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Most closely related to our work is the group of quantitative research that has evaluated the effec-
tiveness of moderation in meeting the self-stated goals of platforms. For example, Chandrasekharan
et al. [17] found that banning hateful subreddits limits hate speech on Reddit. Likewise, Jhaver
et al. [47] found that deplatforming controversial figures, such as Alex Jones, effectively tempered
conversations about them and limited toxicity amongst their supporters. On the other hand, work
by Chancellor et al. [16] found that users subverted content moderation of dangerous disordered
eating hashtags, and moderation may have increased the severity of the content. In the context of
self-governance, Fan and Zhang [25] evaluated the effectiveness of a civic jury model in deliberating
digital governance systems and increasing perceptions of justness.

In our work, we focus on a moderator intervention that creates friction by making a contribution
more effortful for the user. Furthermore, we build on the evidence from content moderation studies
to explore how page protection on Wikipedia may positively or negatively impact user engagement.

2.4 Wikipedia, Friction, and Page Protection
Wikipedia is a peer production platform famous for allowing anyone to edit it [27, 70]. Due to
Wikipedia’s open contribution model, efforts to preserve information quality on Wikipedia are
essential to the platform’s success [84]. Therefore, Wikipedia has numerous mechanisms to limit
the effects of bad actors. For example, Wikipedia administrators can ban specific usernames [30],
revert damaging edits [40], and protect pages [42]. Many solutions come in several affordances and
forms. For example, preventing misinformation on Wikipedia uses human fact-checking and bot
intervention. However, human fact-checking is resource intensive [68], and bots often miss nuance
and context [96].
Page protection on Wikipedia is an intervention that administrators can impose on a page and

limits who can change the page through edits, moves, creation, or similar actions. Moreover, page
protection limits participation by blocking users with low credentials, such as anonymous users
or with low edit history. In theory, this implies that an individual can “overcome” the block by
verifying themselves or editing other pages. While any user can request page protection, only
administrators can apply protection to a page. The Wikipedia policy states that:

“While Wikipedia strives to be as open as possible, sometimes it is necessary to limit
editing of certain pages in order to prevent vandalism, edit warring, or other disruptive
edits." [105]

The self-stated policies around page protection are relatively straightforward, noting that page
protection runs counter to Wikipedia’s open mission, and preemptive protection is generally not
allowed. In other words, the Wikipedia policy states that page protection is a frictional mechanism
but should be used only after evidence of edit warring, vandalism, or other disruptive behavior.

Per the Wikipedia policy, page protection is typically applied on pages used as venues for poor
Wikipedian citizenship. Page protection is exciting, given its relationship to high-profile articles.
High-profile articles are often the targets of “bad actors” and are often page protected. For example,
the main page of Wikipedia has been protected since 2006 [42]. Previous work has mainly focused
on detecting page protection of Wikipedia [42, 91] and painting broad portraits of the intervention.
For example, Hill and Shaw [42] highlight the pervasive impact of page protection on the platform.
They note that protected pages are often heavier viewed and, therefore, more influential. We extend
this work by focusing on page protection’s impact on the editor landscape at the article level.

Our work bridges these three areas by focusing on page protection’s social consequences. Page
protection balances these core tensions in peer production and content moderation about the
openness of contribution and preserving quality. However, without understanding the consequences
of page protection, page protection contributes to Wikipedia’s “hidden order” and bureaucratic
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Fig. 1. Wikipedia category page for “Inter-
net Culture." A category page on Wikipedia
can link to other pages and subcategories,
creating a tree-like structure with pages.

Fig. 2. Example of an edit page protected
article with a “blue lock” (circled in red).

nature [14, 82, 88, 98]. Our study, therefore, evaluates the consequences of page protection on editor
participation and engagement in articles.

3 METHODS OVERVIEW
In our observational study of page protection, we employ qualitative and quantitative methods to
understand the motivations and consequences behind the intervention. To better understand the
motivations for page protection and to identify latent variables for our computational analysis, we
use thematic analysis [21] on the requests for page protection. Similar to prior work in CSCW and
Wikipedia [44], these results directly informed our quantitative work where we employ matching
methods to create groups of protected and unprotected pages.
Matching methods in observational is a technique borrowed from the quasi-causal methods

space and is especially useful in social computing research where running our experiments would
be infeasible or, especially in our case, very unwanted or unethical (similar to Chandrasekharan
et al. [18]). Prior work in HCI / CSCW to has used these techniques with observational data
[45, 79, 95] to study many areas, such as measuring mental health [23], and the impact of banning
on communities [18]. In the next few sections, we describe our dataset, our qualitative methods
and results, and how we use our qualitative results to inform quantitative methods design.

4 DATASET SOURCE: WIKIPEDIA & INTERNET CULTURE CATEGORY
Wikipedia pages are often placed in categories such as “Living persons” or “List of wars by country,”
to better organize and navigate the massive amount of content on the website. To focus on socially
emerging topics with potential for broad participation, we studied articles within the Internet
Culture category.Wikipedia defines Internet Culture as, “the culture that has emerged or is emerging
from the use of computer networks for communication, entertainment, and business," [106] noting
that social phenomena are intertwined with this culture.

The Internet Culture category has unique participation dynamics, making it an excellent candidate
for our research interests. Internet culture is one of themost accessible categories for newcomers; yet,
it is ripe for conflicts of interest and controversy. Internet culture does not require technical expertise,
meaning lay or new editors can participate more easily. Previous work has explored scientific
articles on Wikipedia as cases for an emerging topic prone to misinformation [53]. However, these
articles require a certain amount of expertise and technical knowledge for substantive contributions.
They also need more knowledge about Wikipedia practices, like the “neutral point of view” policy.
Therefore, technical article editing naturally poses a barrier for newcomers [13, 77]. Furthermore,
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given that newcomers often edit articles of personal interest to them [4], we can intuit that those
interested in internet culture have a level of technical accessibility and literacy that makes it
easy for them to edit Wikipedia. Empirically, this ease of access to Wikipedia married with the
emerging nature of topics has led to numerous controversies. For example, GamerGate, an internet
harassment campaign outside of Wikipedia, led to polarizing moderator interventions within the
platform [83]. Furthermore, viral events or influencers linking Wikipedia articles can affect the
editor landscape.
On Wikipedia, categories follow a tree-like structure: one category can link to both pages and

subcategories. For example, the “Category: Internet Culture" page links to subcategories, such as
“Internet hoaxes" and articles, such as “Digital world" (See Figure 1). The “Internet hoaxes" category
links to its own set of subcategories and pages. We generated our dataset with a depth-first search
through all subcategories, with “Internet Culture" as the root. This method generated 6,264 articles
over 20 years (2002-2022) as of the date of our data collection (Aug 8, 2022), 108 (1.7%) of which are
currently edit-protected without an automatic unprotection date. There are 1,647,797 edits made
by 359,969 unique user IDs. Because we looked at editors in terms of their user identifiers, different
IP addresses–which is how anonymous users are represented–are considered different users.

5 RQ1: QUALITATIVE METHODS
To study the impacts of page protection on editor participation, we must first understand how
page protection is discussed and enacted. We used thematic analysis [21, 44] on requests for page
protection to answer RQ1: what motivates editor requests for page protection? Especially given the
participatory nature of the Internet Culture category, a qualitative analysis of requests for page
protection provides unique insights into Wikipedian’s motivations behind page protection and how
it fits into the larger ecosystem of information and participatory engagement in the community.
Pragmatically, reasons for page protection inform our downstream matching strategy so we can
create comparable sets of protected and unprotected pages (See section 7.2) to answer RQ2 and RQ3.
This approach has been used in recent Wikipedia work [44] to support more rigorous quantitative
analysis.

5.1 Dataset: Requests for Page Protection (RFPPs)
Anyone on Wikipedia can request a page be protected by submitting their request and reasoning
through a specific form [115], called a request for page protection (RFPP). The request is then
escalated to relevant administrators, who can decline, approve, or take other action on the request,
such as blocking specific users. Wikipedia logs all requests made and relevant discussions through
the RFPP archives [114]. We scraped logs to get all RFPPs made on Wikipedia articles within the
Internet Culture category, leading to 462 requests for page protection.

5.2 Thematic Analysis
Building on Houtti et al. [44], we used thematic analysis to qualitatively study RFPPs [21]. The lead
author began by randomly selecting 50 RFPPs. They open-coded the requests for rationales given
or implied by the requester and why administrators accepted or declined the request. They also
logged the administrator’s action (e.g., semi-protection, user blocked, declined). They then clustered
the codes into themes for motivations for page protection. Next, the first author randomly sampled
10 requests at a time, open-coded, and refined the themes as necessary. They reached theoretical
saturation after coding 100 total requests as new codes stopped emerging. To verify saturation, the
lead author continued coding and clustering 50 more requests in batches of 10. They consulted
with the other authors during this process to ensure the themes were sensible and the coding was
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Article Activity Example Quote
Vandalism “Persistent vandalsim"
Disruptive editing “Persistent sock puppetry, additions of uncited content, and all around disruptive editing."
IP editing “Three different anon IPs have all made the same undiscussed, non-consensus infobox edits"
Article Topic Example Quote
Biography “Continued restoration of negative content of a living person (WP:BLP) using an unreliable source"
Emerging Topic “Persistent disruptive edits... Article is about an upcoming amateur boxing match"
Article Visibility Example Quote

Event Trigger “Persistent Vandalism. Viral event is drawing memers and Redditors
from far and wide to disrupt the article."

External Visibility “Page has been linked by TikTok user [anon] in a recent TikTok.
This users links in the past have encouraged a wave of vandalism"

Internal Visibility “Long term vandalism on popular page"
Table 1. Results from our thematic analysis of requests for page protection (𝑛 = 150). We found three main
criteria types: activity on the article, the topic of the article, and visibility both on Wikipedia and other
platforms such as TikTok and Reddit.

appropriate. In total, we generated 150 open codes, eight main criteria for page protection, and
three major themes.

6 RQ1 RESULTS: WHAT MOTIVATES REQUESTS FOR PAGE PROTECTION?
In this section, we present our qualitative analysis of requests for page protection (Table 1) and our
resulting matching criteria. Our thematic analysis reveals several criteria Wikipedians commonly
use to motivate the need for page protection. We separate these reasons into three broad categories:
article activity, article topic, and article visibility.

6.1 Article activity
Recall that page protection is a reactive measure rather than a preemptive one. Articles often
experience disruptive activity that causes a reactive request for page protection. Below, we describe
a few of these reasons.

Vandalism. Vandalism was the most commonly cited reason in the requests for page protection.
Often, the request was short and to the point – “Persistent vandalism," whereas other requests would
describe the vandalism, such as “Persistent vandalism – IP vandalisms, especially mass blanking,
all day". Some requests cited previous ways editors attempted to handle the vandals, such as the
three-revert-rule [104], which states that an editor must not perform more than three edit reverts
on a single page in 24 hours– “Please also note I’m at 3RR so the page is currently in the bad state."
Disruptive editing. Disruptive editing on Wikipedia is an edit activity pattern that prevents

the improvement of an article. Wikipedia notes that this is distinct from vandalism – “Disruptive
editing is not always vandalism, though vandalism is always disruptive" [110]. Disruptive editing
is often invoked with other reasons to describe poor citizenship. For example, “Persistent sock
puppetry, additions of uncited content, and all around disruptive editing." Disruptive editing is often
used when the requester cannot assess the intentions of the policy violators. For example, some
requests will note the actions without calling the user a vandal. “Persistent disruptive editing – IP
hopper making unnecessary changes to the infobox." Furthermore, we found that IP editors were
often mentioned as culprits of disruptive editing.
IP Editing. IP editing is when users without formal Wikipedia accounts edit an article, which

makes their IP address their username. Although IP editing enables open contribution, IP editors
were listed as a common cause of vandalism or disruptive editing. Some requests cited groups of IPs,
“three different anon IPs have all made the same undiscussed, non-consensus infobox edits," while others
noted their suspicions of an IP-hopper (a single person using multiple IPs), “strongly suggesting it is
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the same person using different IPs to edit-war." Disruptive IP editors can often be handled through
a mechanism called “range blocking," which only bans a specific range of IP addresses instead of
banning all IP editors through page protection [112]. However, some requests noted that range
blocking would not be the most constructive solution, “users are IP hopping and successfully evading
imposed blocks - a range block would probably take too long to calculate and impose."

6.2 Article Topic
The next theme in our analysis of RFPPs was article topic.Wikipedia policy states that disputes
about an article’s content should be resolved through discussion on talk pages rather than page
protection requests [107]. However, an article’s subject matter can still play a key role in its page
protection.
Biography. The biographies of living persons (BLP) category on Wikipedia is a unique group

of articles that have specific policies to protect from conflicts of interest, privacy violations, and
general poor citizenship [108]. Because this topic has clear policy guidelines, some requests for
page protection simply noted the policy, writing “BLP gone crazy" or “BLP policy violation." Others
outlined the specific harmful actions that users were taking, “Continued restoration of negative
content of a living person (WP:BLP) using an unreliable source."
Emerging topic. Major events, such as crises or celebrity deaths, often influence Wikipedia

articles [51, 52]. We find that major and minor events can motivate page protection. For example,
one request cited an amateur boxing match as drawing bad actors, “Persistent disruptive edits and
vandalism...Article is about an upcoming amateur boxing match." Other requests would cite cyclical
topics as reasons to protect the page. For example, an annual event in autumn was requested for
page protection at the beginning of November: “Persistent vandalism – It’s that time of year again."

6.3 Article Visibility
Previous work has noted that protected articles are often higher-profile within the platform [42].
For example, pages that are linked on the main page are often candidates for page protection. We
find that internal popularity is a motivator for page protection, but also external links can affect
pages just the same.

Public events. Distinct from emerging topics, we found that public events that run tangentially
to the article’s topic can still draw traffic and poor citizenship. For example, a viral event, Josh Fight,
affected the article Josh, causing it to be a candidate for page protection, “Persistent Vandalism. Viral
event is drawing memers and Redditors from far and wide to disrupt the article. Please protect quickly."

External visibility. Wikipedia articles are often linked on other platforms and are pervasive in
search engines [99]. We found that external links, links to the article on platforms besidesWikipedia,
were often motivators of page protection. For example, one request cited that the article had been
linked on TikTok, “Page has been linked by TikTok user [anon] in a recent TikTok. This users’ links in
the past have encouraged a wave of vandalism..."

Internal visibility. Internal notability–an article’s prominence withinWikipedia–also motivates
page protection. This often was as simple as requesters noting that the page is popular, “Long
term vandalism on popular page," while others cited internal events increasing the page’s visibility.
For example, one request noted that the article’s deliberation was further reason to protect it, “A
discussion is underway on the talkpage but it looks as though the page isn’t going to remain stable
while that’s concluded."

6.4 Factors that do not influence page protection decisions
There were also common themes among declined requests. Notably, requests that only mentioned
the injection of false content were declined due to Wikipedia’s content dispute policy [107]. For
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Theme Matching Criteria
Article Activity Pre-protection edits, detecting vandalism instances, IP users
Article Topic Subcategory
Article Visibility Pageviews

Table 2. Matching criteria informed by our qualitative analysis. We use these measures as a proxy for whether
a page could have reasonably been requested for page protection (See section 7.2).

example, one request stated: “This page has been regularly visited by several IPs who are attempting
to insert the partisan, unencyclopedic, and false prose ‘It is considered a Clinton outrage machine which
has set a $40 million budget to oppose President Trump.’" This request was declined as the dispute
resolution policy states that content disagreements should be discussed on talk pages rather than
through interventions, such as page protection. While our findings demonstrate that the article’s
topic informs page protection, they also show that content disputes are beyond the scope of page
protection.

6.5 Matching Criteria - ConnectingQualitative toQuantitative
This section describes how our qualitative findings informed our matching criteria (Table 2). By
connecting the themes we discovered to metrics, we can create a set of unprotected but comparable
articles. We describe how our matching criteria are calculated and used in our one-to-one matching
algorithm in Section 7.2.

Article Activity.We found three main characteristics invoked about page protection: vandalism,
edit activity, and IP users. All three metrics have clear parallels to the Wikipedia edit history we
used as matching criteria: the number of vandal edits detected, the number of edits in a thirty-day
period, and the number of unique IP users. As mentioned above, content disputes, such as biased
sources, are resolved on talk pages and are not sufficient reasons to protect a page. Therefore,
we ignored content-based metrics typically associated with an article’s activity such as citation
count [81] and article length [12].
Article Topic. Our qualitative findings show that an article’s topic influences page protection

insofar as it affects the policies surrounding an article. For example, biographies of living people
(BLP) often have strict guidelines cited in page protection requests. Moreover, content of an article
does not contribute to page protection. Therefore, we operationalize “topic" as an article’s category
rather than the article’s body. Within the Internet Culture category we study, numerous sub-
categories such as “internet personalities," have their own rules. We capture this by matching on a
page’s immediate sub-category, defined in Section 7.2.

Article Visibility. Previous work has noted that protected articles are often higher profile [42].
Our qualitative analysis demonstrates that events outside of the platform affect these specific
articles, and bring attention to the page. To operationalize this, we focus on the pageview count
per article, which captures traffic that both internal and external events can cause.

7 QUANTITATIVE METHODS
In this section, we outline the methods we used to explore RQ2-3. Inspired by quasi-causal meth-
ods [45, 79, 90], we employed a one-to-one matching process to create two comparable sets of
articles: (1) a set of salient protected articles and (2) a set of articles that could have feasibly been
page protected but were not. We leverage the comparisons through these methods to draw conclu-
sions about our observational analysis of page protection and how it impacts editor engagement in
the Internet Culture category.
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Treatment (n=108) Match (n=108) Candidate (n=5,802) English Wikipedia
Avg Protected Age 809 days (SD = 1190.30) X X X
Edits per Article 1931 911 233 170
Users per Article 539 321 51 6.8

Table 3. Treated articles are, on average, protected about 800 days (approx. 2 years) after they’re created,
However, protection age has a standard deviation of 1190 days, suggesting that mean is not reflective of a
standard protection age. Furthermore, we see treated (protected) articles generally have more users and edits
than typical of articles in the English Language Wikipedia. English Wikipedia statistics taken from [109].

7.1 Identifying Our Treatment Set
First, we describe how we selected our “treatment” articles or those protected without an automatic
expiration date. While there are multiple levels of page protection (also called “locks”, after their
visual padlock icon (Figure 2)), we focus on page protection that impacts participatory editing by
managing users’ editing rights and abilities. The two edit protection levels for articles are extended
confirmed [blue lock] and semi-protected [silver lock], each with the following policies [105]:
• Blue Lock. Extended confirmed protection, also known as 30/500 protection, only allows
edits by editors with the extended confirmed user access level, granted automatically to
registered users with at least 30 days tenure and more than 500 edits.
• Silver Lock. Semi-protected pages cannot be edited by unregistered users (IP addresses),
as well as accounts that are not confirmed or autoconfirmed (accounts that are at least four
days old and have made at least ten edits to Wikipedia).

We made two choices about data we chose not to include in our analysis. First, we ignored articles
that only had the Green Lock (preventing page movement) because that protection level impacts
who can move the page but does not affect who can edit. Second, we only analyzed articles where
the page protection had no automatic expiration date to ensure we explored the most salient uses
of the intervention [91] – expiring page protections are uncommon on Wikipedia. Page protection
without an automatic expiration means that an unprotection request must be made to change the
article’s status – and therefore is a deliberative action.

We found 108 articles within the Internet Culture category that meet these criteria. We manually
inspected 20 random articles from our analysis to ensure we included the correct locks in our
filtering process.
We used the MediaWiki API [103] to gather data about page protection. To identify a date of

page protection, we used the date indicated in the respective request for page protection, or the
RFPP, as mentioned previously in Section 5. As mentioned, this process gave us 108 articles that are
edit-protected without an expiration date (1.7% of the total in the Internet Culture category). As
demonstrated in Table 3, these articles had an average protection age of 2 years and 539 editors per
article. The Internet Culture category includes articles about memes, viral challenges, and Internet
events (e.g., Killing of Harambe, Blue Whale Challenge, and 2016 Webby Awards).

7.2 Identifying Our Match Set
Next, we describe our matching process to identify articles not protected in the Internet Culture
category, similar to prior work [45, 79, 95]. Our goal was to create a set of articles that could have
been reasonable candidates for page protection but were ultimately not protected. One challenge in
this analysis is that we do not have access to the complete data required to estimate a truly causal
effect of page protection. Because we lack internal data, we cannot know if articles in our match set
were indeed on the verge of being protected more than what is implied in the RFPP. This also limits
our ability to leverage truly quasi-causal methods, such as Interrupted Time Series or Regression
Discontinuity Design methods [55].
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To create the most comparable match set, we use a one-to-one matching strategy [90] rather than
random selection, which helps account for any inherent differences between articles that undergo
page protection versus those that do not. Matching strategies have been demonstrated to be helpful
in similar evaluations of platform frictions, like banning [18] and content moderation [16]. Matching
facilitates more directed and contextualized comparisons than if we examined page-protected
articles compared to all other Wikipedia articles or just page-protected articles by themselves (with
no comparison point).

7.2.1 Variables of Interest. We operationalize the matching metrics generated from two sources:
prior work on Wikipedia and our qualitative analysis (Table 2) as features in vectors for each
treated article. Recall that the treatment set (𝑛 = 108) is the subset of Internet Culture articles (𝑛 =
6,264) that had edit-based protections without an automatic expiration date. Given an article 𝑎, its
matching criteria vector 𝑣𝑎 contains the following:

• category: For a given treated article, the set of potential matches is constrained by the set of
articles within the same immediate parent category (See Section 4). Because specific topics
may be more prone to engagement, controversy, and page protection, we used subcategories
as a matching criterion to control for the effects of topic on behavior (Table 2). For example,
our dataset includes connected categories, such as “Internet memes,” and more obscure ones,
such as “Interactive artists.”
• active_age: the time between the creation of 𝑎 and the time it was last edited. This feature
allows us to match articles with the same time range for potential editing activity. For example,
it would not make sense to compare the editing activity of an article that has existed for one
day versus one year because the latter has had more time for potential edits and controversies.
Formally, 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑎𝑔𝑒 (𝑎) = 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡_𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑 (𝑎) − 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 (𝑎).
• edits: the number of edits in the thirty days before 𝑎 was protected. For unprotected articles,
this is the number of edits thirty days before the faux protection date, defined below. The
editing rate helps capture the potential for disruptive editing, which we found to be a common
reason for requesting page protection (See Section 6). Previous work has also explored how
editing rate affects an article’s potential to be page protected [91].
• pageviews: the number of pageviews of 𝑎 in the last thirty days of its activity. This feature
captures an article’s “visibility” on the platform as protected articles are often higher profile
within the platform [42]. Pageviews also capture traffic due to external circumstances that
we found in our qualitative analysis.
• detected vandalism instances: the number of edits on 𝑎 detected as vandalism. We use
ClueBot for vandalism detection, a common benchmark in prior work [29, 58, 100, 111].
Our qualitative analysis found that vandalism is a common reason for requesting page
protection, especially when other anti-vandalism techniques, such as reverts [40] or bots [30]
are not alleviating the problem. To only consider vandalism instances that contributed to the
request for page protection, we counted the total number of ClueBot edits before the article’s
protection date.
• anonymous users: the number of unique (IP) addresses that have edited 𝑎. This is distinct
from the number of people who have edited 𝑎, given that a person can theoretically edit from
multiple IP addresses [113]. We found that IP editors are often the culprits of vandalism or
disruptive editing in requests for page protection. This is consistent with previous work on
anonymous users withinWikipedia [43, 54, 91]. To focus on anonymous users that contributed
to page protection reasoning, we counted the total number of anonymous users before the
article’s protection date. Note that for treated articles, where anonymous users cannot edit
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the page after it has been protected, this is equivalent to the overall number of anonymous
users.

7.2.2 Faux Protection Date. To facilitate this matching process, we created a faux protection date
for each (treated article 𝑡 , candidate article 𝑐) pair. Recall that potential candidate articles did not
receive page protection, nor were they “randomly assigned” to a group of articles that could never
receive page protection due to the observational nature of the data (and inappropriateness of this
intervention). We adopted an approach very similar to Chandrasekharan et al. [17]’s study of the
causal effect of quarantines on Reddit. In that work, the authors match subreddits likely to be
quarantined to subreddits that were actually quarantined, collecting and comparing data around
the date of quarantine. Through this process, the authors simulated what a randomized assignment
of quarantining might look like through this process.

We created a faux protection date based on the protection age (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 −𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑) of
the treated article. Namely, given a treated article 𝑡 and candidate article 𝑐 , 𝑓 𝑎𝑢𝑥_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑡, 𝑐) =
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑐 + 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑_𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑡 .

7.2.3 Matching Algorithm. We then ran a matching algorithm, diagrammed in Algorithm 1. First,
we separated articles into the Treatment Set, articles that have been indefinitely protected (𝑛 = 108)
and Candidate Set, articles that have never been requested for page protection (𝑛 = 5,802). We then
create a matching-criteria vector for every article in our treatment set, denoted by 𝑣𝑡 . We iterate
through every candidate article in the same category as the respective treated article. For every
(treated article 𝑡 , candidate article 𝑐) pair, we create a faux protection date based on the protection
age (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑) of the treated article.

Algorithm 1: 1-1 Matching Algorithm
Result:Match set of unprotected articles
𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ← set of Internet Culture articles that have never been protected;
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ← set of Internet Culture articles that are indefinitely protected;
𝑇 ← [𝑣𝑡 ,∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡];
for 𝑣𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 do

for 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 do
if 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦 (𝑐) = 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦 (𝑡) then

𝑣𝑐𝑡 ← matching criteria vector for 𝑐 with faux protection date based on article 𝑡
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑐, 𝑡) ← 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝑣𝑡 , 𝑣𝑐𝑡 )

end
end
𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑡 ← 𝑐 : max𝑐∈𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑐, 𝑡)

end

Based on this faux protection date, we created a matching-criteria vector 𝑣𝑐𝑡 for the treatment-
candidate pair. For a treated article 𝑡 , we find the most similar candidate article (a match article) by
optimizing for the cosine similarity between 𝑣𝑡 and 𝑣𝑐𝑡 where 𝑐 ∈ {𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠}.

7.2.4 Validation of Matching Approach. Our process resulted in a match-set of 108 articles. The
Standardized Mean Difference (SMD) is a commonly used statistic to check if a match set is balanced
relative to the treatment set [3, 90, 119]. It is computed for each covariate by dividing the difference
in mean value between the groups by the pooled standard deviation. SMD helps make comparisons
independent of the sample size of different units used to measure different variables [3]. Here, we
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Treatment Declined Requests
Active Age 0.332 0.067
Pageviews 0.466 0.519
Vandalism 0.386 0.165
IP Users 0.229 0.061
Pre-protection Edits 0.431 XX

Table 4. Standardized means difference tests between our match set and (1) treatment set (𝑛 = 108) and
(2) set of declined request pages (𝑛 = 62). Because declined requests don’t have "protection dates," we can’t
compare the number of edits in the thirty days of pre-protection.

used the SMD to ensure that our comparison set is providing truly relevant context (Table 4). If our
match set were highly imbalanced – as determined by an SMD – the match set would provide less
useful context.
Our results show that, while not similar enough to make causal claims, our match set provides

relevant and comparable context to our treatment set. We see that our match set is balanced
(𝑠𝑚𝑑 ≤ .5) in comparison to protected articles [119]. Furthermore, we see an even higher balance
(𝑠𝑚𝑑 ≤ .1) between our match-set to the set of Internet Culture articles whose requests for page
protection were denied (𝑛=62) [55, 90]. This comparison implies that the articles in our match set
meet the quantitative criteria for a page protection request. These comparisons help ground our
claim that the match-set is a set of articles that could have been requested for page protection and
reasonably work around the limitations of publicly available Wikipedia data.

7.3 Quantitative Measures
Next, we describe how we operationalize RQ2 and RQ3, our research questions around editor
engagement and contributor concentration. Recall that we are interested in the participatory
impacts of page protection, so we study the trajectory of pages before and after protection. For
both research questions, we focused on the short to mid-term effects of the intervention to avoid
the natural “burstiness" that Wikipedia articles experience over long periods of time [93, 120]. We
analyzed activity across three main time frames: seven days, fourteen days, and thirty days.

Metric Description Operationalization

Dropoff How many users edited the article before page protection but not after? |𝐵𝑒 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑒 \𝐴𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 |

Uptake How many users edited the article after page protection but not before? |𝐴𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 \ 𝐵𝑒 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑒 |

Retention How many users edited the article both before page protection and after? |𝐵𝑒 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑒 ∩𝐴𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 |

Difference Number of unique usernames who edited before page protection minus after |𝐵𝑒 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑒 | - |𝐴𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 |
Table 5. Metrics calculated for in response to RQ1. 𝐵𝑒 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑒 is the set of unique user identifiers before page
protection where |𝐵𝑒 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑒 | represents the number of items (i.e., users) in the set. 𝐴𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 is the set of unique
user identifiers after page protection.

7.3.1 RQ2. Editor Engagement. Our second research question focuses on editor engagement and
contributions to articles. Drawing on the literature on Wikipedia engagement [39, 73], we concep-
tualize engagement as the number of unique editor usernames and IDs that have edited a page in a
given time frame. We represent this Before and After protection, where Before represents the unique
set of all editor usernames that were edited before page protection or the faux-protection date (for
articles in our match set). Likewise, After represents the unique set of all editor usernames that
are edited after page protection. Both sets are bounded to a given time window. So, “seven days”
encompasses the set of unique editors in the seven days immediately before treatment (Before) and
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the seven days after treatment (After). Measuring engagement in terms of time windows allows us
to control for editing rate immediately surrounding protection.

Drawing again on prior work [39, 73], we operationalize the idea of editor engagement through
four measures: dropoff, uptake, retention, and difference (see Table 5 for definitions and set formu-
las).
• Dropoff. The number of editors who contributed before the intervention but not after. These
editors engage with the article before the intervention but are not observed after.
• Uptake. The number of editors who contributed after the intervention but not before. These
editors engage with the article only after the protection has occurred.
• Retention. The number of editors who contributed both before and after the intervention,
or the intersection of the two sets of users. These editors were retained throughout the
intervention.
• Difference. The number of editors who contributed before the intervention minus the number
who contributed after. A negative difference implies more people edited after the intervention
than before.

It is important to note that these metrics are not linearly dependent on one another, given that
they are based on unique user sets. For example, the set of users who contributed before page
protection, 𝐵𝑒 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑒 , could contain users 1-20. Meanwhile, the set of users who contributed after,
𝐴𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 , could contain users 21-40. Because 𝐵𝑒 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑒 and 𝐴𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 have no intersecting users, but there
was still high user movement, we would see a dropoff of 20 and an uptake of 20, but retention and
difference of 0. In normalized terms, this means 100% of pre-intervention users did not contribute
after, and 100% of post-intervention users were new to the landscape. In contrast, if𝐴𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 contained
users 1-40, then we would still see an uptake of 20, but a dropoff of 0. In terms of percentages, 100%
of pre-intervention users were retained, while 50% of post-intervention users were new.

We calculated these metrics for each article across three different time windows: seven, fourteen,
and thirty days, where a time window is 𝑛 days before and after protection. To contextualize our
results about the experience of protected pages, we run 𝑡-tests between the treatment and match
sets for each metric and time window.

Index Representation Range Reasoning

Hoover In-
dex

proportion of all income
that would have to be redis-
tributed to achieve a state of
perfect equality

[0,1] where 0 is
perfect equality

Page protection is redistribu-
tive – imagine a world in
which editing opportunities
were redistributed amongst
the population of Wikipedia
editors

Cumulative
20:20 Ratio

ratio of wealth between the
top 20% and the bottom 20%
of a given population

[0, inf] where 1
is perfect equal-
ity

Insights into where the dis-
parity is coming from in a
given population

Table 6. In response to RQ3, we calculated two inequality measures. The Hoover index measures equality in
terms of resource redistribution. The cumulative 20:20 ratio allows us to measure disparity between heavy
and light editors.

7.3.2 RQ3. Editing Concentration. Our third research question focuses on editing concentration
amongst editors, or the relative influence a given editor has on an article in our dataset. Previous
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work has explored inequality on Wikipedia in terms of editor demographics [69] and roles of power
users [76]. An extreme distribution of power manifests as significantly unequal contributions on
Wikipedia [76].

In this paper, we build off of Ortega et al. [76] to operationalize editing parity as the differences in
editing quantity to a given page in our dataset. This is a strong proxy for editing parity because the
Wikipedia editor community maintains norms around the scope of a single edit. Wikipedia editors
are encouraged to avoid making excessively trivial edits, or excessively large edits. Thus, while two
edits may differ in terms of contribution size (e.g., a typo fix versus a detailed summarized claim
from a primary source), when measuring across many articles, edit counts still provide meaningful
ways to infer how much focus a given editor gives to a page.

To measure parity or inequality between editors, we draw from income inequality metrics that are
often used to measure inequality in Wikipedia research [76] and other quantitative investigations
of inequality in social computing [15, 62]. We focus on two income inequality metrics: the Hoover
index and the 20:20 ratio (see Table 6).

• Hoover index: The Hoover index similarly measures inequality, but in a more interpretable
fashion: a distribution’s Hoover index is equal to the fraction of total resources that need
to be redistributed to achieve a uniform distribution [63, 94]. We focus on this as page
protection policy can be viewed as a “redistributive intervention”, intended to redistribute
editing opportunities by requiring that all contributors have an edit history.
• Cumulative 20:20 Ratio: Given Wikipedia editing is prone to a power distribution [56, 77],
we also measured the 20:20 ratio – the ratio of edits contributed by top 20 percentile editors
to bottom 20 percentile editors – to specifically interrogate what happens to editors at the
extremes. The 20:20 ratio is undefined when the bottom 20 percentile has zero contributions,
so to get article-level 20:20 ratios we looked at the cumulative edit count per user, to guarantee
the ratio would always be defined.

Like RQ2, we calculate these statistics based on time (7, 14, and 30 days pre and post-protection).
However, because we do not need pre and post-intervention user sets to calculate each metric, we
focus on just the 𝑛 days post-protection, rather than a time window. We create an editor share
vector 𝑣𝑛 for each time condition.

Inequality tests typically raise concerns about eligibility [94]. For example, income inequality
can be skewed heavily if minors are included, because they do not have jobs in the same way as
adults. To avoid this bias, we identify a contributor set in post-intervention conditions (𝑛 = 7, 14, 30)
of all the editors who contributed pre-intervention and 𝑛 days after. Editors who did not contribute
post-intervention are represented as 0 in the respective edit share vector. We then calculated the
inequality metrics on 𝑣𝑛 per article per time condition. We ran significance tests of means (𝑡-tests)
comparing the inequality metrics in the pre-intervention window and all three post-interventions
windows.

7.4 Robustness Check
We deliberately chose to focus on Internet Culture because the subjects of the articles and new
editors are uniquely situated as potential stakeholders as they are already engaging with internet
content and culture. However, we recognize that our dataset is not comprehensive of all Wikipedia
articles. We address our small sample size by performing a robustness check to evaluate if our
findings hold in another category with similar characteristics to ours.

We chose articles within the Ongoing Conflicts category on Wikipedia. This category of articles
contains articles describing emerging hostilities between or within countries. Ongoing crises are
another example of common emerging topics on Wikipedia [64]. Additionally, a significant portion
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of Ongoing Conflicts articles (16%) are protected. Dataset details and results of our robustness
check can be found in the Appendix. The results are consistent with our findings and, in some
cases, are an even clearer indication of the trends we discovered.

8 QUANTITATIVE FINDINGS
We find that page protection instantiates inconsistent frictions across articles – it is hard to evaluate
what outcome protecting a page will have on the editor population. Additionally, page protection
causes the concentration of contributions to increase (i.e., become less equal) overall but does not
substantively increase the disparity between heavy and light editors.

Dropoff Uptake Retention Difference

Conditions Mean(SD) Max Mean(SD) Max Mean(SD) Max Mean(SD) Min Max

seven

match 2.16(6.24) 57 2.42(7.57) 60 0.22(0.81) 7 -0.25(3.42) -21 10

protected 13.84(26.52) 243 18.21(43.18) 309 2.14(4.85) 60 -4.37(45.21) -309 111

p-val = 1.37E-05* p-val = 2.35E-04* p-val = 6.69E-05* p-val = 0.35

fourteen

match 3.46(8.66) 67 3.75(10.75) 78 0.4(1.21) 8 -0.29(5.87) -35 20

protected 20.42(29.57) 240 26.02(51.61) 353 3.00(.265) 25 -5.59(52.68) -353 85

p-val = 3.59E-08* p-val = 1.80E-05* p-val = 1.16E-06* p-val = 0.30

thirty

match 6.68(17.71) 144 6.64(15.36) 91 0.65(1.8) 14 0.03(17.14) -82 143

protected 29.53(33.31) 235 37.54(61.88) 370 4.13(5.93) 25 -8.00(62.22) -370 86

p-val = 1.80E-09* p-val = 1.02E-06* p-val = 2.15E-08* p-val = 0.20

Table 7. Protected articles experience significantly higher amounts of dropoff, uptake and retention. Both
dropoff and uptake have relatively high means, suggesting that protected pages experience unusually high
user churn. Significance codes: p-value < 0.05 ‘∗’

8.1 RQ2. Does editor participation change consistently when page protection is
employed?

In this section, we describe friction outcomes in terms of four metrics of editor engagement: dropoff,
uptake, retention, and difference. These metrics are typically associated with measuring editor rise
and decline on platforms [39] or post-intervention [20]. As stated in the policy, page protection’s
goal is to decrease the participation of bad actors specifically while causing minimal “damage” to
the unique open environment that is essential to Wikipedia. Does page protection accomplish these
goals?

8.1.1 Overview. To begin, we overview some descriptive statistics of our treatment dataset in
Table 3. On average, an article in the Wikipedia Internet Culture category is protected about
800 days after it is created, but this has a wide standard deviation (1190 days), indicating that
some articles are immediately protected and others exist for years without being page protected.
We also can see that page-protected articles have more activity per article than typical English
Wikipedia articles in terms of edits per article (1931 vs 170) and users per article (539 vs 6.8). This is
unsurprising given what we know about page protection from prior work [42] and from the policy
intentions of page protection – it is intended to stop certain kinds of bad actors on articles. Bad
actors likely gather on popular or contentious articles, increasing both the number and volume of
expected edits.
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Fig. 3. Normalized participant engagement means (dropoff, uptake, retention, difference) for protected articles
(orange) and comparable unprotected articles (blue). We see significantly higher amounts of dropoff and
uptake in treated articles, suggesting a high amount of user churn. Furthermore, we see that the error bars
(95% CIs) show wide dispersion in dropoff, retention, and difference across articles.

In Table 7, we present our analyses of editor engagement metrics. We first find that protected
articles experience major movement in their editor landscape. These dramatic changes suggest that
page protection is affecting more than the intended bad actors. In comparison to the unprotected
articles in our match set, treated articles have significantly higher dropoff (𝑋 = 2.16, 𝑌 = 13.84,
𝑝 = 1.37𝑒−5) and uptake (𝑋 = 2.42, 𝑌 = 18.21, 𝑝 = 2.35𝑒−4).

We also consider the relative impact of page protection on a page, to account for any disparity in
the number of editors across articles. In Figure 3, we plot our four editor engagement metrics as the
percentage of eligible user populations, normalizing the effects that a given article’s popularity may
have on editor engagement and averaging across articles. For example, we calculate dropoff as a
percentage of pre-intervention editors on a given article. For an individual article, a pre-intervention
user can either be dropped or retained. Figure 3 presents the mean of the normalized user metrics
(dropoff, uptake, retention, and difference) across all articles. Therefore, dropoff and retention do
not account for 100% of the pre-intervention editor population, as they would on an individual
article. We find that page protection impacts both pre-intervention users and post-intervention
users but does so inconsistently.

8.1.2 Consistency with Policy. To evaluate consistency, we consider the intended goal of page
protection and whether our analyses shed light on its consequences. According to Wikipedia policy,
the goal of page protection is to block bad actors after a disruptive event while causing minimal
damage to other editors [105]. If we represent this in desirable outcomes using our metrics, the
policy intends to cause user dropoff (by removing bad actors who may come back as de-anonymized,
verified users), but avoid dramatic dropoff of good-faith editors. In regards to uptake, we would
expect some change, as new editors may come to a page later, but we would want to see a healthy
amount of consistency in the editor landscape.
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Fig. 4. Kernel density estimate of user difference amongst protected articles (𝑛 = 108). The underlying
distribution of user difference has an extreme spread [-400, 100], suggesting that it’s unpredictable whether
more or fewer users will edit a page after protection. Negative values signal that more users edited after page
protection than before.

Our results suggest that protected articles experience unusually high user dropoff. As shown
in both Table 5 and Figure 3, editor dropoff increases over time, as a typical article sees 75-85% of
users who edit before the intervention do not return afterward. Moreover, these results cannot
be attributed to removing IP users alone, which are a major source of bad actors on Wikipedia
articles [30, 98] and a common rationale for requesting page protection (Section 6); the average
percentage of anonymous users on an article is 24.75%.

These statistics show that good-faith actors meaningfully stop contributing to protected articles
after protection is applied. This may be due to the controversial nature of the topic or increases
in chaotic editing patterns pre-protection. However, page protection is used to calm down the
editor landscape after a disruptive event. Especially thirty days after page protection, we find that
dropped-off editors do not return after page protection.
Next, our results also suggest that protected articles experience significant increases in uptake,

or new editors coming to the page after protection. Figure 3 shows that on average 85% of post-
intervention editors did not contribute pre-intervention. Compared to the average uptake on
comparable unprotected articles, this is a significant difference in new editors arriving on the page.
Our findings suggest that articles experience high editor churn after they are protected. Editor

churn is where the user landscape is experiencing high turnover, with simultaneous large changes in
both dropoff and uptake. For example, extreme churn is where an article has high edit activity both
before and after it is protected, but there is no overlap in the set of editors pre and post-intervention.
High user churn can affect community value [49] as the community members (i.e., users) are
constantly changing. Specifically, on Wikipedia, a lack of repeat editors can affect the consistency
of the article [77]. Additionally, our results suggest that page protection may not be meeting the
stated policy goals of the intervention insofar as it (1) heavily disrupts the pre-intervention editor
landscape and (2) damages the community values Wikipedia tries to uphold – which means it is
likely damaging the participation of good-faith editors to the page.

8.1.3 Consistency across articles. Next, we examine the consistency of changes in editor engage-
ment between articles. As evidenced by our control group and prior literature [78], Wikipedia
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articles naturally experience inconsistent editor engagement. However, these articles are all treated
differently within the community. Our treatment set represents articles that received the same
intervention, page protection. Moreover, the potential impact of this intervention is discussed
within the community before it is instantiated. Therefore, we would expect some consistency
across treatment articles to inform the appropriateness of page protection and ground deliberation.
Considering our treated articles, we begin by consulting the results in Table 5, focusing on the
standard deviation of the metrics we measure. Standard deviations measure the spread of data
around the mean – low standard deviations indicate tight clustering around the mean, and high
standard deviations indicate more spread. For page protection to be consistent, therefore, it should
have a low standard deviation. Almost all of our metrics show very large standard deviations
relative to the mean. For instance, 30 days after protection, the dropoff on protected articles is,
on average 29.53 users, but the standard deviation is 33.31. Interpreted in a different way, 68% of
protected articles had a dropoff anywhere from 0 to 62.84 (1 standard deviation from the mean), and
95% of articles have a dropoff between 0 and 129.46 (2 standard deviations from the mean). In some
cases, like user difference, estimating the effects of pages that fall between 1 standard deviation
away changes the sign of the effect from positive to negative. This is further demonstrated by
Figure 4 which shows the dramatic spread in the underlying distribution of user difference on
protected articles.
We further test this by estimating bootstrapped confidence intervals for our metrics, which

estimate the population means using bootstrapped samples of the data [11]. This shows that page
protection likely has inconsistent effects across articles. This is very evident for the user difference
metric. Specifically, our user difference confidence interval (See Figure 3) spans negative and
positive numbers (𝑐𝑖7 = [−12.7, 5.8]) for treated articles. This means that the population mean for
user difference is between -12.7 and 5.8, meaning that we cannot estimate the sign of effects. This
suggests that page protection inconsistently impacts user difference, and we cannot easily predict
whether there will be more editors before versus after the intervention. Interestingly, we see a
similar spread in dropoff (𝑐𝑖7 = [68.91, 81.36]) and retention (𝑐𝑖7 = [14.46, 25.7]). In other words,
when page protection is deployed we expect to see effects on both (1) the fraction of pre-intervention
users who do not return after page protection and (2) the fraction of those who will continue to
edit the page. Our findings suggest that it is difficult to reason about the impacts of page protection,
especially when considering the impact in terms of dropoff and retention. Interestingly, uptake
(𝑐𝑖7 = [81.76, 87.66]) is the most consistent metric – we believe this shows that page protection
leads to new editors moving to the page.
In summary, our results in this section suggest that effects on page protection are mostly

inconsistent for pre-intervention editors but not those who entered the article after. We further
validate these results by performing a robustness check on articles in the Ongoing Conflicts category
on Wikipedia (Appendix Figure 6) and find that those articles similarly experience unusually high
and inconsistent editor movement.

8.2 RQ3. How does page protection impact contributor concentration?
Next, we move to RQ3, which addresses editor concentration. A primary purpose of Wikipedia
is to leverage the “wisdom of the crowd” to generate and refine content to meet its high edi-
torial standards [7]. While Wikipedia’s policies clearly value open contribution [61, 116], prior
work has also highlighted how the crowd’s contributions are heavily dominated by a select few
power users [56, 77] which contributes to Wikipedia’s intimidating hierarchy [14, 82] and “hidden
order" [98].

Page protection is a redistributive intervention: it changes the opportunity to edit a page amongst
the editor population by preventing some editors from participating (most often, anonymous users
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Hoover 20:20

Conditions Mean(SD) p-val Mean(SD) p-val

match pre 0.34(0.15) – 7.32(6.98) –

seven 0.31(0.41) 0.359 7.35(7.04) 0.724

fourteen 0.36(0.42) 0.628 7.68(7.28) 0.012*

thirty 0.43(0.41) 0.037* 7.97(7.01) 0.008*

protected pre 0.38(0.12) – 4.99(3.01) –

seven 0.84(0.16) 1.31E-46*** 5.43(2.74) .014*

fourteen 0.81(0.17) 1.91E-41*** 6.09(3.38) 3.82E-05***

thirty 0.771(0.18) 1.11E-35*** 6.74(3.8) 4.01E-08***
Table 8. 𝑝-val indicates statistical significance between the pre-protection edit shares and the 𝑛 days post-
protection edit shares. We find 𝑝 < .05 for all protected conditions. The average Hoover indices dramatically
increase in the treatment set seven days after page protection. Significance codes: p-value <0.001 ‘∗ ∗ ∗’, 0.001
‘∗∗’, 0.05 ‘∗’
and those with few accepted edits). However, page protection’s goal is to provide the minimum
effective dose of redistribution – its goal is to minimize the impact on good-faith editors. There-
fore, when page protection is enacted, we would expect to see some increases in measures of
concentration (because by its nature, protection limits participation).
We analyze two inequality metrics with respect to the share of total edits per contributor on

protected articles: the Hoover index and the 20:20 score. Recall from the Methods (and Table 6)
that the Hoover index gives insights into the amount of inequality while the 20:20 ratio helps us
understand where in the population that disparity comes from.

Hoover 20:20

pre 0.034* 0.002*

seven 2.78E-26*** 0.009*

fourteen 3.19E-19*** 0.042*

thirty 2.61E-13*** 0.111
Table 9. Presents significance tests of means (𝑡-tests) between control and treatment sets. All conditions
show statistical significance except for the 20:20 ratio thirty days after page protection. This suggests that
page protection increases overall inequality, but doesn’t increase disparity between heavy and light editors.
Significance codes: p-value <0.001 ‘∗ ∗ ∗’, 0.001 ‘∗∗’, 0.05 ‘∗’

We first explore how inequality manifests on protected pages, especially in relation to comparable
unprotected pages (our match set). In Table 9, we show the statistical tests of the difference of means
between protected articles and ourmatch set. Protected articles in the Internet Culture category have
significantly different inequality across both parity metrics (Hoover: 𝑋 = .31, 𝑌 = .84, 𝑝 = 1.78𝑒−26;
20:20: 𝑋 = 7.35, 𝑌 = 5.34, 𝑝 = .009). We do note that page protected articles have more unequal
editor parity before page protection, as measured by the Hoover index (𝑋 = .34, 𝑌 = .38, 𝑝 = .034).
This is reasonable to expect, even when pre-protection metrics (pageviews, edits, etc) are controlled
for, given that protecting a page is reactive to the condition of a given page. According to the
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Fig. 5. Contributor concentration trends (Hoover Index and Cumulative 20:20 Ratio) for protected articles
(orange) and matched articles (blue). We see increases in all three metrics amongst treated articles. Specifically,
we see dramatic increases in the Hoover index. Error bars indicate 95% CIs.

policy page, “Pages are protected when a specific damaging event has been identified that cannot
be prevented through other means." [105] Said another way, before a page is protected, there is
already something abnormal happening, whether that is controversial topics or contention between
editors.

Next, we consider how editor concentration on protected articles compares to our match set of
unprotected ones. We present the inequality measures and their comparisons to both unprotected
data and the three time windows in our analysis in Table 8. Recall that we expect to see some
increase in inequality amongst contributors after page protection to indicate that bad actors are
no longer allowed to contribute. To examine this, we use the Hoover Index. The Hoover index
represents how many resources would need to be redistributed to achieve perfect equality and,
therefore, suggests how powerful a perfectly-equal solution would have to be.
Our results suggest that protected pages experience significantly larger amounts of inequality

after the intervention. Within our set of treated articles, we see the Hoover index significantly
increase even within just seven days of page protection (𝑋 = .38,𝑌 = .84, 𝑝 = 1.31𝑒−46). This implies
that page protection as implemented on Wikipedia likely has immediate effects on contributor
concentration. This suggests that page protection concentrates editing to a small number of editors.
Putting these measures into the context of reducing inequality, we see that achieving equality

within these pages would require drastic redistribution. For instance, Table 8 shows that seven days
after page protection 84% of edits would need to be redistributed amongst the editor population to
achieve perfect equality. While a completely equal contribution landscape is not achievable, this is
a dramatic contrast from our unprotected match set where only 28.9% of edits would have to be
redistributed.
Finally, we consider where in the editor population is this disparity coming from. We do so by

analyzing the cumulative 20:20 ratio, which is the ratio of contributions amongst the top 20% of
editors to the bottom 20%. In the context of a Wikipedia article, this helps us measure the disparity
between heavy, power users and light users, giving insights into whether Wikipedia contributions
are motivated by the “power of the few" [56]. Figure 5 shows that the 20:20 ratio of protected articles
increases over time. However, over time, the 20:20 ratio among treated articles is the same level
as with unprotected articles (𝑋 = 7.97, 𝑌 = 6.74, 𝑝 = .111). In other words, before page protection,
we see that heavy editors are editing nearly 5 times as much as light editors. Thirty days after
page protection, this increases to nearly 7 times, but is on par with unprotected articles. Given
that this is a cumulative score (i.e., edit shares are compounded over time), our results suggest that
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the top-20% of editors pre-protection continue dominating the editing landscape. However, we
eventually see no significant difference in 20:20 ratios across experimental conditions, suggesting
that page protection does not cause the “rich to get richer" in the mid-term.
To summarize, when evaluating editor concentration on page protected articles, we see mixed

outcomes. Our results suggest that page protection does not amplify the disparity between heavy
and light editors. This is especially desirable for protected articles because they are oftentimes
more controversial or higher-profile articles. At the same time, Hoover indices still demonstrate
a huge spike in contribution inequality. While the 20:20 ratio demonstrates that the power users
do not get substantively more powerful, there is still a dramatic amount of editors that lose their
power to edit as evidenced by the scope of the Hoover measure. Our robustness check on articles
in the Ongoing Conflicts category mirrors this dramatic increase in the Hoover index with little
change to the 20:20 ratio (Appendix Figure 7).

9 DISCUSSION
Our research has explored how the editor landscape changes with respect to page protection on
Wikipedia. Specifically, we look at two dimensions that are heavily correlated to Wikipedia’s core
values: (1) participant engagement and (2) contributor concentration. We find that the consequences
of page protection run counter to Wikipedia’s values and policies. In RQ2, we found that protected
pages experience substantial editor churn, implying that the editor population almost completely
turns over. These outcomes are not consistent nor predictable for a page. In RQ3, we find that
protected pages experience increased inequity in contributor concentration. In this section, we
discuss how our findings contextualize current conversations surrounding frictions, moderator
interventions, and peer participation.

9.1 Governance and New Dimensions for Measuring Friction
HCI has a rich history of exploring design frictions [22, 75, 102]. Historical work has long encouraged
creating “seamless interactions” to promote positive user experiences [60, 65] – making systems and
interactions easier, faster, and more effective to use. On Wikipedia especially, previous literature
has heavily focused on making contributions easier overall with an explicit focus on newcomers
[20, 40, 73] as well as experts [101, 117, 121].

However, other research has challenged this need for seamlessness and has considered how the
introduction of strategic frictions can serve design goals and values. On Wikipedia, frictions are
often used to create and uphold community values. While we explore page protection specifically,
edit reversion [40], participant bans [30], and citation standards [6] are mechanisms that make it
harder to contribute to Wikipedia, but help maintain the platform’s integrity.
Considering friction first from its “theoretical” or policy perspective, our findings suggest that

page protection in the Internet Culture category is a friction with mixed effects that are not
consistent with the platform’s desired consequences. TheWikipedia page protection policy suggests
that the intervention is meant to block contributions from bad actors with minimal damage to good
faith editors [105]. However, our results in RQ2 show that protected pages experience high editor
churn, resulting in a new wave of editors arriving on a page after it is protected. Moreover, we
show that page protection is an inconsistent friction, with its specific effect being hard to precisely
estimate. In essence, page protection does dramatically change the editor landscape on a given
page on average, but it is hard to reason or predict what protection will do on a given page.
Our work here joins other work on how the policy intentions of frictions may not have the

intended effects. For example, Chancellor et al. [16] found that content moderation frictions on
sharing dangerous eating disorder content did not slow the community in participation, and in
fact may have made it worse. Likewise, we have seen that user habituation to pop-ups leads to
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ineffective frictions where people ignore the pop-up [2, 24]. Even Wikipedia research acknowledges
that there is “friction” in becoming a Wikipedian [13, 77].

These results suggest that friction cannot be simply treated as a binary of its effect. Many frictions,
such as community bans are thought of as on/off – user banning, removing content, reverting
edits, or blocking participation. To truly capture the effects of friction, we argue that researchers
and designers expand our perspective on what friction is, how it operates, as well as new ways to
measure it. Our results highlight how the same intervention can have a massively different effect
on different articles. What if, rather than conceptualize a single intervention the same way, we
take inspiration from physics to evaluate an intervention’s coefficient of friction on a given article?
Friction lies on a spectrum in terms of how many users it impacts and to what extent it affects them.
This is important in platform governance because it can be difficult to build systematic policies
around interventions when the effects may be inconsistent with the intervention’s intention or
inconsistent across subjects.

The Wikipedia page protection policy already alludes to this concept by documenting that page
protection should block bad actors while causing minimal damage to others. In other words, page
protection should have a high coefficient of friction on bad actors, giving them opportunities to
verify themselves and continue contributing, but a low coefficient on others. Placing the policy in
these quantitative terms of high and low friction could better assist in measuring differential effects,
and inform discussions about whether the policy goals are being achieved. Likewise, coefficients
could be a useful way for community managers and administrators to better conceptualize the
impacts of friction ahead of time and monitor a policy’s impacts, allowing community leaders to be
more nimble in assessing the outcome of a given intervention.

Our work enables platform policymakers to associate quantifiable metrics with their intervention
goals. Specifically, placing goals in terms of how much friction should be instantiated and who
should feel the strongest effects.

9.2 Bluntness and Measuring Precision of Broad Interventions
Recent work on content moderation has focused on studying the effects of broad moderator
interventions, such as subreddit banning [18], deplatforming [47], and hashtag banning [16]. From
a policy perspective, page protection shares traits with sitewide interventions insofar as it (1) intends
to block bad actors and (2) is targeted at a broad swathe of users rather than any particular individual.
Note that with page protection, blocked users have the opportunity to continue contributing if they
verify themselves on the platform. We understand and agree with much of the intentions behind
the page protection policy on Wikipedia: it is valuable to pause, stop, or freeze user contributions
when these contributions damage the quality of something as important as an encyclopedia article.
In this way, friction acts as a proverbial “emergency break.”

However, we argue that page protection is a blunt instrument, in that it is both heavy-handed and
imprecise in its effects. The lowest level of edit protection blocks IP users from editing a specific
article [42, 105]. Our results suggest that articles with this protection have an excessive number
of users to drop off that exceeds the number of IP users. Moreover, we see a high amount of user
churn in articles with page protection. This suggests that page protection is affecting more than
just the intended editors – meaning it is not nuanced in how it captures behavior. In fact, page
protection blocks people based on the categories they fall into, not based on their past behaviors.
This runs counter to many other Wikipedia-enforced frictions on the site, which focus on banning
people based on behavior (like vandalism [30] and potential damage of an edit with ORES [38]).
Our findings question the effectiveness of blunt interventions like page protection in enacting the
stated goals of the platform.
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How could platforms like Wikipedia and other peer production platforms limit the bluntness
of moderator strategies through design interventions? Many peer production platforms use pre-
cise interventions, such as the removal of a single post or comment [47], in tandem with more
blunt interventions, such as community banning [17]. One design implication of our work is that
platform administrators should consider adding safeguards to ensure blunt interventions do not
have undesirable adverse effects, or that they can be corrected. Similarly, more transparency and
explanation of decision-making could help explain why a policy is being implemented and, in
the long run, inform discussion and encourage policy change. In the case of Reddit, feelings of
opaqueness can lead to disruptive discussion amongst community members [48]. Vaccaro et al. [97]
discusses the importance of contestability in content moderation for more participatory communi-
ties. For Wikipedia and page protection, contestability of decisions and protection could ensure
that more people are brought into deliberation about decisions. Although Wikipedia already has
mechanisms for post-intervention discussions, such as talk pages, our work underpins the need for
wider adoption of deliberative venues on self-governed platforms.

9.3 Peers Are the Producers of Frictions: Future Work on Participatory Decisions of
Friction

Community-based governance is a core value to Wikipedia [70, 85] and other peer production
platforms [8, 80]. In particular,Wikipedia relies on peers for both content production and governance
[86]. However, because peers run the platform, this also means that “peers” produce the frictions
that happen on Wikipedia, including page protection [50]. Peers on Wikipedia deliberate on many
facets of the site, including deletion [67], creation [10], and disputing edit quality [74]. This is in
contrast to many social platforms which are studied in HCI and CSCW, where enforcement of
friction ultimately is done by a corporate platform.

However, peer production platforms do exert non-democratic means of control on their platforms.
Prior work on Wikipedia has shown that, in attempting to manage an open and growing platform,
Wikipedia has inadvertently created strict hierarchies [14, 82, 88], a “hidden order" of tacit rules
[98], and inequality amongst contributors [76]. Our work explores how these ideas manifest after
a governance intervention is instantiated. Our results indicate that page protection increases
inequality in contributor concentration amongst pages that were protected. We showed that page
protection may lead to editor inequity and, therefore, may exacerbate some of the outcomes that
Wikipedia is actively trying to combat.

Our findings raise complex questions about the relevant stakeholders in participatory inter-
ventions; page protection includes Wikipedia editors and administrators but not the subjects of
the articles. Historically, excluding certain stakeholders through page protection has been contro-
versial for Wikipedia. Gamergate (2014) was a harassment campaign against the intersection of
feminism and video game culture. It is notably cited as one of the best-documented incidents of
large-scale bullying behavior online [66] and lead to Wikipedia taking blocking actions–such as
page protection, editor sanctioning, and editor banning–on relevant articles. At the height of the
controversy, Mark Bernstein, former Wikipedia editor, said that Wikipedia’s decision places the
power into Gamergaters’ hands, “not only do the Gamergaters get to rewrite their own page (and
Zoe Quinn’s, Brianna Wu’s, Anita Sarkeesian’s, etc); feminists are to be purged en bloc from the
encyclopedia.” [41] Gamergate highlights how those affected by the article’s content may also exist
as Wikipedia editors.
When we put this history in the context of our results that page protection affects editor

concentration, we highlight the value of participatory governance mechanisms, such as deliberative
juries [25] or other community-based interventions [86]. We build off these calls for participatory
content moderation by suggesting that we expand who we choose to participate. Specifically
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thinking about content surrounding Internet Culture, where it would be feasible to involve subjects,
we propose that researchers consider involving article subjects as participants.

9.4 Limitations and Future Work
One limitation of our study is that we explored a single category on Wikipedia: Internet Culture.
This was due in part to topical relevance as well as the difficulty of detecting protection events
on articles that are not currently protected (see similar challenges by Hill and Shaw [42]). The
Wikipedia Internet Culture category is uniquely participatory and has been a venue of controversy,
such as the Gamergate article dispute. Given our robustness check (see Appendix), we are confident
that our findings hold for more than just our category, but we cannot be sure of this. Future work
could look at how additional topic dimensions–such as technicality, relevance to pop culture,
etc.–interact with page protection and similar kinds of interventions. Furthermore, we took a
policy-based approach to understand the platform’s model of the intervention. However, we do not
explore how Wikipedia administrators perceive page protection or privately deliberate about its
effectiveness. Another limitation of our approach is that our work is observational, and is limited
because of the difficulty in constructing a true quasi-causal analysis with more causal outcomes
(see Methods). Although there is ample evidence of observational work on frictions in CSCW [16]
and HCI [18, 47], the lack of truly causal methods limits our claims. If more data about the page
protection evaluation process becomes available in the future (e.g., via new data releases or because
the process changes), it may be possible to build on our and directly estimate causal treatment
effects using RDD, ITS, or other methods.
Additionally, our work focuses solely on the consequences of page protection to the editor

landscape. To better understand the tradeoffs involved with protected an article, future work could
examine the effectiveness of page protection. Using the quasi-causal methods mentioned above,
researchers could understand how page protection impacts article quality.

Future work could interview Wikipedia stakeholders to further understand page protection, why
it occurs, and how editors feel about being blocked by this friction. Future research could also
compare protection to other frictions, operationalizing the idea of “friction coefficients.” Finally,
we also envision participatory system design [38] to create tools that may make protection more
consistent or in line with policy.

10 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we offered a mixed methods analysis of the motivations and consequences of page
protection in Wikipedia’s Internet Culture category. Overall, we observed a misalignment in the
Wikipedia policies versus the consequential effects. While this protection policy highlights the
need for minimal damage to the editor landscape, our results suggest that page protection has more
complex effects than simply accomplishing a policy goal or not. Our analysis showed that page
protection’s effects on editor engagement are inconsistent across articles, increasing user churn,
and, therefore, hard to consistently estimate. Furthermore, page protection can have unintended
effects by increasing the contributor concentration amongst the editor population. Our findings
raise interesting questions as to how platforms should negotiate the tension between promoting
participation and limiting poor citizenship, and we hope that peer production platforms consider our
ideas in helping them more effectively implement policies that impact their contributor populations.
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Ongoing Conflicts

Total Articles 3,807

Protected Articles 620

Total Edits 622,666

Total Editors 98,419
Table 10. Descriptive statistics for the set of articles in the Ongoing Conflicts category. This category of
articles contains articles describing emerging hostilities between or within countries. We chose this category
for a robustness check because it’s a heavily edited emerging topic with a high percentage (16%) of protected
articles.

Dropoff Uptake Retention Difference

Conditions Mean(SD) Min Max Mean(SD) Min Max Mean(SD) Min Max Mean(SD) Min Max

seven 6.12(13.95) 0 178 7.84(60.05) 0 1077 2.06(4.72) 1 65 -1.72(56.51) -1012 64

fourteen 7.5(15.98) 0 173 10.63(79.38) 0 1554 2.33(5.18) 1 70 -3.12(75.72) -1493 137

thirty 9.96(24.03) 0 391 14.98(102.2) 0 2083 2.73(5.9) 1 78 -5.01(98.49) -2023 324
Table 11. In line with our main findings for RQ2, we see that dropoff, uptake and difference have extremely
large standard deviations. This suggests that page protection has inconsistent effects on the editor landscape.
Specifically, we see standard deviations of nearly 100 editors for uptake and difference.

Conditions Gini Hoover 20:20

Mean(SD) p-val Mean(SD) p-val Mean(SD) p-val

protected articles pre 0.46(0.18) – 0.39(0.14) – 5.57(5.56) –

seven 0.93(0.1) 5.18E-280 0.9(0.14) 0.00E-01 5.96(5.28) 6.61E-43

fourteen 0.92(0.1) 4.28E-274 0.89(0.14) 1.18E-299 6.31(5.26) 4.68E-39

thirty 0.91(0.1) 1.96E-262 0.88(0.14) 1.32E-282 6.87(6.35) 7.82E-31
Table 12. Mirroring our main findings for RQ2, we see that all three measures significantly increase with
time. Namely, we see the Gini and Hoover indices spike to nearly .9 immediately after page protection. This
suggests that after page protection, nearly 90% of edits would need to be redistributed amongst contributors
to achieve equality.
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Fig. 6. Normalized participant engagement trends (Dropoff, Uptake, Retention, Difference) for protected
articles (orange) and comparable unprotected articles (blue) in theOngoingConflicts Category. This robustness
check furthers our findings that protected articles experience high user churn and inconsistent effects.

Fig. 7. Contributor concentration trends (Hoover Index and Cumulative 20:20 Ratio) for protected articles
(orange) and comparable unprotected articles (blue) in the Ongoing Conflicts category. Consistent with our
main findings, we see dramatic increases in the Hoover index. Error bars indicate 95% CIs.
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